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ABSTRACT

Chromatin is a unique structure of DNA and histone proteins in the cell nucleus and the site of dynamic regulation of gene expression.
Soluble factors are known to affect the chromatin structure and function via activating or inhibiting specific transcription factors. Forces on
chromatin come from exogenous stresses on the cell surface and/or endogenous stresses, which are regulated by substrate mechanics,
geometry, and topology. Forces on chromatin involve direct (via adhesion molecules, cytoskeleton, and the linker of nucleoskeleton and
cytoskeleton complexes) and indirect (via diffusion and/or translocation processes) signaling pathways to modulate levels of chromatin
folding and deformation to regulate transcription, which is controlled by histone modifications and depends on magnitude, direction, rate/
frequency, duration, and modes of stresses. The rapid force transmission pathway activates multiple genes simultaneously, and the force may
act like a “supertranscription factor.” The indirect mechanotransduction pathways and the rapid force transmission pathway together exert
sustained impacts on the chromatin, the nucleus, and cell functions.

VC 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0065302

I. INTRODUCTION

Chromatin is a complex of DNA and histone proteins in the cell
nucleus, the largest organelle inside a eukaryotic cell. A primary func-
tion of the chromatin is to package long molecules of DNA into com-
pact and dense structures for dynamic regulation of gene
transcription, DNA replication, and DNA repair. In order to fit into a
small nuclear space of several micrometers in diameter, the DNA, a
molecule of 2 nm diameter and hundreds of millimeters long, must
wrap around histones and fold into compact and dense structures that
range from the �10-nm “beads on a string” chromatin fibers and the
25 to 30-nm loops to the 100 to 300-nm chromatin domains and com-
partments1 (Fig. 1). It is well known that soluble transcription factors
regulate gene expression by turning “on” or “off” genes. However, the
compact state of chromatin often limits access of transcription factors
and RNA polymerase II to DNA promoters. Moreover, histone modi-
fications regulate chromatin domains for local transcription control.2

In the early 2000s, proteins of the LINC (linker of nucleoskeleton
and cytoskeleton) complex have been identified. The LINC complex
consists of KASH-domain proteins across the outer nuclear membrane
that link the cytoskeleton in the cytoplasm with SUN proteins across

the inner nuclear membrane that connect to the nuclear lamina
(Lamin A/C and Lamin B).3,4 These structural linkages from the cyto-
plasm to the nucleus, together with transmembrane molecule integrins
that bind cytoplasmic focal adhesion proteins (e.g., talin and other
structural proteins) and the actin cytoskeleton at the plasma mem-
brane site and lamina-associated domains (LADs)5 of the chromatin
that associate the nuclear lamina with the rest of the chromatin at the
intranuclear side, offer a structural pathway for force transmission
from the cell surface to the chromatin (Fig. 2). In this review, we high-
light the effects of forces on chromatin and the ensuing changes in
gene expression.

II. EARLY EVIDENCE OF APPLIED STRESS TO DEFORM
THE NUCLEUS AND CHROMATIN

Increasing experimental evidence has demonstrated the effects of
forces and mechanics on the cell nucleus. Since it is known that forces
that are exerted on individual living cells and their substructures are
dominated by surface interactions, the contact area of the force is
important and the physiological relevant input that the cell responds
to is stress, which is defined as force per unit area and has a unit of
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newton per square meter or pascal. Stress is sub-characterized into
shear stress and normal stress (tensile stress or compressive stress). A
tensile stress is applied in the same direction as the direction of the
local surface area, and a compressive stress is applied in the opposite
direction. Normal stress results in normal strain (strain is defined as
deformation divided by original length and is dimensionless); shear
stress, on the other hand, is applied tangential to the direction of the
local surface area and results in shear strain and shape change (Fig. 3).
An early report has shown that when a fibronectin-coated micropi-
pette indentation is used to deform the endothelial cell surface (Fig. 3)
by 10–20lm, it can cause nuclear deformation although the nucleus is
�5–10-fold stiffer than the cytoplasm.6 However, in that study, the
magnitude of cell surface deformation is comparable to the cell diame-
ter (�15lm) and the micropipette produces a much larger

deformation than an endothelial cell generally experiences in blood
vessels under physiological conditions. Therefore, it is not clear if a
physiologically relevant small surface deformation can also deform the
stiff nucleus. An alternative approach of using an RGD(Arg-Gly-Asp)-
coated magnetic bead twisting (Fig. 3) to apply a physiologically rele-
vant local stress of 10–20Pa via integrins shows that the nucleolus
inside the nucleus can be directly deformed.7 Since a blood flow-
induced shear stress in blood vessels in vivo on the apical surface of an
endothelial cell8 is �1–8Pa and total focal adhesion areas at the basal
surface are �20% of the cell apical surface area,9 from the force bal-
ance, one can determine that flow induced shear stress at the focal
adhesions of an endothelial cell is fivefold higher and reaches 5–40Pa,
which is similar to the magnitude of the stress applied via magnetic
bead twisting. A different approach is to use a micropipette aspiration
pressure to suck the cell into the micropipette to deform the nucleus
(Fig. 3). It is shown that Lamin A/C but not Lamin B contributes to
nuclear stiffness.10,11 Micropipette aspiration of embryonic stem cells
and adult stem cells shows that their nuclei (due to lack of Lamin A/
C) are much softer than those of differentiated epithelial cells.12 In
Lamin A/C deficient cells, under a large deformation induced by the
micropipette aspiration, chromatin flows and reorganizes while the
nuclear lamina stretches, suggesting that the nuclear lamina contrib-
utes to nuclear modulus and the chromatin and the nucleoplasm
determine the viscous properties of the nucleus under these large
deformation conditions.12 Nuclear viscoelasticity, quantified with
magnetic nanorods, is decreased in Lamin A/C knockout mouse
embryonic fibroblasts.13 These results suggest that the nucleus is a dis-
tinct mechanical structure from the cytoplasm and the nuclear lamin
networks contribute to nuclear mechanics.

III. MECHANICS OF ISOLATED NUCLEI AND
CHROMOSOME

Because the nucleus lies inside the cytoplasm of the cell, it is
rather difficult to gain access to the nucleus and to study its mechanics
in a living cell, especially when the mechanical strain or the applied
stress is small. An early study using a micropipette to deform a mitotic
chromosome pulled out of a living cell finds that its Young’s modulus
is �1–5 kPa (Ref. 14) (1 kPa¼ 1000Pa). In contrast, isolated chromo-
somes have a modulus of �0.3 kPa, lower than that of the chromo-
some pulled out of a living cell.15 However, when a 30-pN force is
pulled directly to the nesprins on the nuclear envelope, the stiffness of
an isolated nucleus is only �0.6 Pa,16 �3 orders of magnitude lower
than that of the chromosome. It is possible that the applied tensile
force to the isolated nucleus only deforms the nuclear envelope and
not the underlying nuclear lamina. While some biological features,
such as Emerin phosphorylation, are still retained in isolated nuclei in
response to the applied pulling force, some important nuclear force-
transmitting proteins might be lost when the nucleus is isolated from
the living cell. A different method of an angular optical trap is used to
measure torque in chromatin, and it is shown that a braided chroma-
tin fiber is torsionally stiff and a single chromatin fiber that is a pre-
ferred substrate for topoisomerase II is torsionally soft.17 Magnetic
tweezers have been utilized to probe the chromatin structure of recon-
stituted chromatin fibers, and higher-order structure of different chro-
matin fibers can be inferred by fitting a statistical mechanics model to
the force-extension data.18 Monte Carlo simulations are used to mimic
single-molecule force spectroscopy experiments that reveal different

FIG. 1. Schematic of the chromatin structure and the nucleus. DNA wraps around
an octamer of histones (two H2A, two H2B, two H3, and two H4) to form a nucleo-
some and the chromatin fiber. The chromatin fiber is folded to organize into com-
plex structures of chromatin domains. LAD, lamina-associated domain. TAD,
topologically associated domain, i.e., chromatin domain, which associates with
each other to create chromatin compartments. Chromosome territory, the DNA of a
chromosome. During metaphase of cell division, the chromatins are condensed into
higher orders of structures, chromosomes, which are detectable by conventional
light microscopy. For brevity, other structures such as nucleolus and Cajal body
and molecules in the nucleus are not illustrated.
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stages of chromatin fiber unfolding when the applied force ranges
from 5 to 20 pN.19 Furthermore, atomic force microscopy (AFM) has
been used for both an imaging tool and a force spectroscopy tool for
isolated chromatin and DNA.20 For instance, a study using AFM (and
optical tweezers) reveals that high mobility group B (HMGB) proteins
strongly disrupt nucleosomes to regulate chromatin accessibility.21

Compared with the micropipette indentation approach in which the
applied force or stress is difficult to quantify, the AFM indentation
method has the advantage of precise tuning of cantilever modulus and
probe size such that the applied force or stress can be quantified.
While the studies on isolated chromatin fibers provide insights into
the mechanisms of force impact, micropipette indentation and AFM
indentation (Fig. 3) can also be used to study the effects of forces on
chromatin in living cells. For example, a recent report using AFM
indentation on a living cell reveals that after cisplatin-induced DNA

damage nuclear stiffness is significantly reduced as a result of global
chromatin decondensation.22 It will be helpful in future to combine
the studies of isolated chromatin fibers with those in living cells to bet-
ter understand the effects of forces in chromatin in physiological and
pathological conditions.

IV. EFFECTS OF SUBSTRATE MECHANICS AND
GEOMETRY ON CHROMATIN

It is known for a while that substrate elasticity regulates cell fate
by controlling gene expression patterns in adult stem cells.23 One
report shows that phosphorylation and localization of chromatin
modifying enzyme histone deacetylase are regulated by matrix stiffness
to influence fibroblast to myofibroblast transition.24 Recently, it is
reported that mesenchymal stem cells respond to matrix stiffening by
increasing nuclear tension and histone acetylation via deactivation of

FIG. 2. The force transmission pathway
from the cell surface to the chromatin.
External forces are transmitted from the
extracellular matrix proteins to the integ-
rins, intracellular focal adhesion proteins
(talin and vinculin and other proteins), fila-
mentous actin (F-actin) (which is associ-
ated with nonmuscle myosin II), and from
F-actin to the LINC (linker of nucleoskele-
ton and cytoskeleton) complex (nesprins
and Sun1/2), to the nuclear lamina net-
works, and then to the chromatin. ONM,
outer nuclear membrane; INM, inner
nuclear membrane; ER, endoplasmic
reticulum. Plasma membrane deformation
by the large force can also open Piezo1/2
mechanosensitive channels and stretch-
activated calcium channels to signal or
causes YAP/TAZ to translocate into the
nucleus via the nuclear pores. Piezo1 on
the endoplasmic reticulum can be acti-
vated to release intracellular calcium.
Stretch-activated protein, a putative pro-
tein at the nuclear membranes which
responds to mechanical stretch. For brev-
ity, the force pathway via cell–cell adhe-
sion molecules is not drawn.
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histone deacetylases, committing to osteogenic fate.25 In contrast, ele-
vated substrate stiffness leads to elevation in the activity of histone
deacetylases that transforms fibroblasts into myofibroblasts and indu-
ces condensed chromatin.26 A “motor clutch” model is proposed to
explain the molecular mechanism of substrate rigidity sensing via
integrins,27 but this model might need to be modified since a recent
report shows that myosin filaments generate much larger forces per
motor in a cell than measured in single-molecule experiments.28

Nevertheless, it is well-accepted that myosin II and F-actin plays an
important role in substrate rigidity sensing and stiff substrates activate
myosin II to generate greater cytoskeletal stresses (prestress) in the
cytoplasm. Since the force must be balanced, the myosin II dependent
prestress near the cell surface also exerts its effect on size and shape of

the nuclear envelope and the chromatin structure via the cytoskeleton
and the LINC (linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton) complex.
The substrate stiffness can exert irreversible impact on transcription
factors in the stem cells when the substrate is switched from stiff to
soft; in other words, the cells exhibit mechanical memory.29 When the
cells are cultured on stiff substrates for a few weeks, microRNA
(miRNA21) accumulates, which is critical in fibrotic mechanical mem-
ory of mesenchymal stem cells and is regulated via mechanosensitive
myocardin-related transcription factor-A (MRTF-A) and remains ele-
vated 2weeks after mechanical stimulus cessation.30 This is consistent
with the report that one week after induction of mesenchymal stem
cells with matrix elasticity, the substrate starts to direct the cells toward
substrate-stiffness specific lineage, and by 3weeks, the matrix stiffness
induced differentiation becomes committed and exhibits mechanical
memory, which is unperturbed even in trans-induction media.23

Histone acetylation and chromatin organization are shown to adapt
rapidly after substrate softening and are reversible or irreversible
depending on the duration of the cells in stiff microenvironments,31

suggesting that epigenetic modifications are persistent and could play
a key role in mechanical memory. The applied stress of �25 Pa ele-
vates the level of histone 3 lysine 9 dimethylation/trimethylation
(H3K9me2/3) after 60min of load application.32 In addition, after
switching the stem cell-like tumor-repopulating cells from soft
(�100Pa) 3D fibrin matrix to 2D rigid plastic, it takes 2 days to upre-
gulate H3K9me2/3 in the chromatin, suggesting that mechanical
memory and plasticity may exist in soft stem-cell-like tumor-
repopulating cells since the stiffening of these cells starts at 6 h and it
takes 1week for the stiff substrate to reach the stiffness values of differ-
entiated tumor cells,32 although it is possible that 1week merely
reflects the time needed for the cells to differentiate; however, these
two mechanisms are not mutually exclusive. Other long-term changes
in the chromatin structure and the nuclear structure likely contribute
to the mechanical memory as stem cells (or cancer stem cells) differen-
tiate or differentiated cells are reprogrammed back to undifferentiated
cells. The effect of substrate stiffness on cell fate and behavior has also
been extended to substrate viscous behavior, independent of substrate
elastic modulus, degradation, and cell-adhesion-ligand density.33 These
studies demonstrate that substrate mechanics can critically regulate cell
fate, function, and behaviors via altering the nucleus and the chromatin.

A geometric cue is generally considered as a different cue from
substrate mechanics. Using micropatterned substrates to alter cellular
geometry (shape, aspect ratio, and size), researchers show that differ-
ent cell geometry leads to different gene-expression profiles, redistribu-
tion of histone deacetylase 3 modulated histone acetylation in an
actomyosin-dependent manner.34 Experiments and modeling show
that cell geometric constraints induce cytoskeleton-mediated nuclear
lamina softening, chromatin stiffening, and nuclear lamina invagina-
tions.35 Therefore, the underlying mechanism for cell geometry to
influence chromatin structure and function includes alteration of dis-
tribution and alignment of the cytoskeleton and the anisotropy of
actomyosin-dependent prestress, which, in turn, affects nuclear enve-
lope shape, size, and location. In addition to flat surface geometry, the
topology of the surface also impacts cell and nuclear structures and
functions. For instance, a microgrooved substrate induces reorganiza-
tion of the nuclear lamins and repositioning of chromosomes.36

Furthermore, microgrooved surfaces lead to increased histone H3 acet-
ylation and methylation and promote mesenchymal-to-epithelial

FIG. 3. Impact of force on materials and the cell. (a) Normal stress r (left; tensile
or compressive) induces normal strain (dashed lines), e¼DL/L, where L is the
original length and DL is the change in length; shear stress s (right) induces the
shear strain or shape change (dashed lines) of the material. Stress is defined as
force per unit area. (b) Left, local stress: micropipette or AFM (atomic force micros-
copy) indentation, micropipette aspiration, or magnetic bead twisting. N, nucleus.
Right, global stress: fluid shear stress over the whole cell surface or substrate
stretching (tensile) strain e (uniaxial or biaxial) (or substrate compression by revers-
ing the direction of the applied strain e) of the whole cell in the x–y plane. The
whole cell can also be stretched or compressed along the vertical (z) direction
using the parallel-plates rheometer or the optical stretcher.140 Note that the term
“force” is often used generically, representing a mechanical load.
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transition in adult fibroblasts.37 These microgrooves generate local plasma
membrane distortion and cytoskeleton deformation to influence the
nucleus and the chromatin. Together these findings suggest that geometry
and topology regulate cell fate and function via altering the chromatin.

V. MECHANICAL SIGNALING PATHWAYS
A. Piezo1/2 and calcium signaling pathways

Since any mechanical perturbation or stimulation of living cells
starts at the cell surface, it is logical for researchers to first examine
what changes mechanical loading bring about at the plasma mem-
brane and at the cytoplasmic side of the plasma membrane. One such
structure that has received much attention is the transmembrane
mechanosensitive ion channel. Piezo1/2 are mechanically activated
cation channels,38 which are expressed in several cell types although
the structure of channel opening has not been observed in a living cell.
Piezo1 is required for embryonic vascular development in mice,39 and
Piezo2 is required for Merkel cell mechanotransduction.40 However,
the commonly used modes of mechanical stimulation of stretching the
cell membrane include applying stresses via a patch-clamping elec-
trode or a glass pipette. Hence, the magnitude of the applied stress has
not been controlled precisely or measured accurately for Piezo1/2. In
contrast, mechanosensitive ion channels (e.g., stretch-sensitive calcium
channels) only open when the magnitude of the applied stress on an
endothelial cell is >100Pa (1–5 nN force on a 4.5-lm diameter mag-
netic bead; 1 nN¼ 10�9 N).41 Follow-up studies show that the stress
applied to b1 integrins leads to ultra-rapid (<4ms) activation of cal-
cium influx through transient receptor potential vanilloid 4 (TRPV4)
ion channels,42 and the CD98hc (the transmembrane solute carrier
family 3 member 2) protein is the key necessary adaptor protein43 that
links b1 integrin with TRPV4 for rapid mechanotransduction at the
cell surface. Moreover, cyclic stretch of mesenchymal stem cells for
>2.5min induces chromatin condensation via ATP (Adenosine tri-
phosphate) release and purinergic calcium signaling dependent cyto-
skeletal contractility (prestress).44 However, calcium entry into the cell
does not always have to rely on high stress or large-scale cell surface
deformation. For example, a study that artificially elevates extracellular
multivalent cations of living cells so that the extracellular calcium or
magnesium level is 3–15-fold higher than the physiological level
reveals that heterochromatin levels are increased through the activa-
tion of mechanosensitive ion channels in the absence of mechanical
loading; the increased heterochromatin levels lead to upregulation of
the nuclear stiffness.45 In contrast, stretching living cells triggers
Piezo1-mediated cytoplasmic calcium release 30 s post-stretching from
the intracellular calcium pool in the endoplasmic reticulum (Fig. 2);
elevated cytoplasmic calcium is responsible for the decrease in
H3K9me3 in the nucleus and subsequent nuclear softening and then
the cellular response of the increase in perinuclear F-actin rings.46

Moreover, a recent report shows that the nucleus of a living cell that is
compressed when the cell migrates through a confined matrix
responds to the mechanical perturbation by stretching the nuclear
envelope, leading to the activation of stretch-sensitive proteins at the
nuclear envelope and potentially at the perinuclear endoplasmic retic-
ulum to trigger the release of intracellular calcium and cytosolic phos-
pholipase A2 (cPLA2) re-localization onto the stretched nuclear
envelope and the increase in actomyosin contractility; and this
response from the nucleus is independent of the extracellular cal-
cium.47 In a separate report, it is shown that cell compression during

confined migration leads to inner nuclear membrane unfolding that,
in turn, triggers a calcium-dependent signaling via cPLA2 activation
and arachidonic acid production to regualte myosin II activity; how-
ever, blocking tension-dependent Piezo1 channels using GsMTx4 in
these cells do not reduce myosin II activity.48 The reason for the differ-
ences in the role of Piezo1 in cell stretching and cell confinement is
not clear at this time but may be attributable to the different modes of
mechanical deformation and/or the magnitude of deformation. In addi-
tion, some yet-to-be-identified stretch-sensitive proteins at the nuclear
envelope may contribute to cell confinement induced cellular contrac-
tion responses. These studies show that the extracellular calcium and/or
the intracellular calcium can be part of a signaling pathway for nuclear
mechanotransduction under certain forcing conditions (Fig. 2).

B. The YAP/TAZ pathway

About a decade ago, the cytoplasmic YAP/TAZ [Yes-associated
protein/transcriptional coactivator with PDZ-binding motif;
PDZ=Post synaptic density protein (PSD95), Drosophila disc large
tumor suppressor, and Zonula occludens-1 protein] is found to func-
tion as a relay molecule that translocates into the nucleus when the cell
is plated on stiff substrates.49 The translocation of YAP/TAZ is regu-
lated by the actomyosin cytoskeletal prestress since increasing stress
fibers and F-actin activates YAP/TAZ to enable it to translocate into
the nucleus; focal adhesions [e.g., integrins, focal adhesion kinase
(FAK), and Src, etc.] are also required for YAP/TAZ activity.50 A
report finds that a compressive stress applied over the nucleus of a liv-
ing cell triggers the nuclear entry of YAP by increasing YAP transport
across nuclear pores.51 However, YAP/TAZ is not the only molecule
whose translocation into the nucleus regulates gene transcription.
Other cytoplasmic molecules such as MKL1 (megakaryoblastic leuke-
mia 1)52 and Twist153 are found to translocate into the nucleus inde-
pendent of YAP/TAZ. For example, elevation of substrate stiffness
promotes cytoplasmic Twist1 to translocate into the nucleus53 by
releasing Twist1 from its binding partner G3BP2. In addition, the acti-
vation of YAP/TAZ is downstream from focal adhesions and the actin
cytoskeleton such that YAP translocation into the nucleus takes many
minutes to hours. Consistent with this signaling cascade is the report
that YAP translocation from the cytoplasm into the nucleus occurs
only after 4-h cyclic stretching of the flexible substrate.54 These findings
suggest that the YAP/TAZ signaling pathway in response to mechani-
cal stimulation is slower than the mechanosensitive ion channel path-
way, responsible for generating sustained biological responses (Fig. 2).

C. Integrin mechanosensing and integrin-mediated
signaling

It is well established that integrin activation regulates cell adhe-
sion and migration, cytoskeletal remodeling, extracellular matrix
assembly, and mechanotransduction.55 Integrins are well-known
force-sensing molecules.56,57 Focal adhesion proteins, such as talin and
vinculin, are reported to be force-sensitive proteins downstream from
integrins.58,59 Other filamentous actin associated proteins, such as fila-
min A60 and a-actinin,61 are also integrators of tension in the cell as
well as focal adhesion proteins zyxin62 and paxillin.63,64 In fact, it is
conceivable that spanning the mechanical linkages from integrins (or
cell–cell mechanosensor cadherins65) to the chromatin, any force-
bearing elements and their associated elements should be candidates
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of force-sensitive molecules. Hence, it is not surprising that actin fila-
ments66 and myosin67 are demonstrated to be important force-
sensitive elements in the cell. Even cell–cell adhesion adaptor protein
a-catenin is able to detect filamentous actin tension.68 Up on attach-
ment to immobilized extracellular matrix proteins, integrins sense
force very rapidly (<0.5 s).69 One molecule in early integrin-mediated
signaling is focal adhesion kinase (FAK),70 which regulates recruit-
ments of cytoplasmic Src to focal adhesions. The crosstalk between
integrins, Src, and Rho is known to regulate cell adhesion, spreading,
and cytoskeletal reorganization.71 Early integrin-mediated cell adhe-
sion results in the activation of Rac1 and Cdc 42 and inhibition of
RhoA, leading to actin-mediated cell protrusion; subsequently, RhoA
activity increases and Rac1/Cdc42 activity decreases, driving focal
adhesion maturation and stress fiber formation.71 Mitogen-activated
protein kinase (MAPK), which is downstream from FAK and Src, is
also activated in integrin-mediated cell adhesion.72 During constrained
cell migration, elevated Ras/MAPK signaling is associated with cyto-
skeleton rearrangements and cell softening.73 In addition, integrin-
adhesion-induced MRTF-A (MKL1) activation and signaling promote
cell migration and invasion,74 and MRTF-A/B suppresses ICAM-1
gene expression via forming a complex with NF-jB p65 in the
nucleus.75 It is reported that on soft surfaces (0.3 kPa), myosin IIA
deletion enhances ERK1/2 (a member of the MAPK family) activity
and inhibits tumor cell invasion but enhances tumor cell proliferation;
on hard surface (5 kPa), myosin IIA deletion increases NFjB activity
and enhances tumor cell invasion.76 Together with the focal adhesion-
regulated and substrate stiffness-mediated YAP/TAZ translocation,
integrin-mediated MAPK, MRTF-A (MKL1), and NFjB signaling
and their translocation into the nucleus appear to play important roles
in regulating nuclear and chromatin activities and functions.

D. The force transmission pathway of
integrin–cytoskeleton–LINC complex

It is now well-known that a locally applied stress via integrins
propagates to cytoplasmic focal adhesion proteins and F-actin, from
F-actin (and other cytoskeletal filaments) to nesprins across the outer
nuclear membrane, and then to Sun proteins across the inner nuclear
membrane and to the nuclear lamina, from the lamina to the chromatin4

(Fig. 2). This mechanical and structural pathway provides a direct
linkage from the extracellular matrix proteins to the chromatin.
However, it is known from St. Venant’s principle, any locally applied
stress decays rapidly as a function of the square of the distance in
any homogenous material. If this were the case, then the nucleus,
which resides inside the cytoplasm and is several micrometers away
from the local surface load, would not be able to feel the impact of
the stress since the magnitude of the applied stress would become
minuscule before it reaches the nucleus. An adherent and spread cell
is anything but homogenous. Due to focal adhesions and prestressed
actin bundles (i.e., stress fibers), the locally applied stress is concen-
trated along the stiff stress fibers and can be propagated to distances
of tens of micrometers away from the local stress source to activate
cytoplasmic enzymes and to deform the nucleus.7,77–81 The long dis-
tance stress propagation depends on the integrity of the stress fibers
and is regulated by the cytoskeletal prestress.7,77–82 With this unique
feature of stress concentration (stress focusing), it is possible to
directly deform the stiff nucleus and the chromatin to elicit nuclear
mechanotransduction such as gene expression without triggering

activation by calcium or translocation of YAP/TAZ. Next, we dis-
cuss different ways of deforming a living cell and its chromatin and
the consequences.

VI. EFFECTS OF STRESSES ON CHROMATIN
AND GENE EXPRESSION
A. Stresses applied to the whole cell surface

1. Shear stress

Living cells in the human body experience various forms of
stresses: tensile stress, compressive stress, and shear stress (Fig. 3). An
early report reveals the identification of a fluid shear-stress-responsive
element at the platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) B chain pro-
moter site after the application of a laminar shear stress for several
hours on the apical surface of the whole endothelial cell (1.0 Pa for
4 h).83 Indeed fluid shear stress applied to the apical surface of the
whole cell (Fig. 3) from laminar, disturbed, or oscillatory flows gener-
ates different gene expression patterns and different responses from
endothelial cells.84 The cell nucleus stiffens when endothelial cells are
exposed to fluid shear stress.85 Fluid shear stress enhances the human
embryonic stem cell priming via H2B acetylation and chromatin
decondensation.86 It has been shown that differences between shear
stress and normal stress on chromatin organization and gene expres-
sion apply to other types of cells besides endothelial cells (see
Sec. VIC3). These studies provide useful information on regulation of
gene expression by fluid shear stress. However, the limitation is that
gene expressions are generally measured tens of minutes to hours after
stress application, so it is difficult to dissect out the exact underlying
mechanisms and early mechanotranduction pathways responsible for
the activation of the chromatin and early alterations of gene expression.

2. Tensile stress

In contrast to the fluid shear stress, blood vessel pressure oscilla-
tions cause the whole endothelial cell to stretch. Other cell types in liv-
ing tissues also experience substantial tensile stresses via extracellular
matrices (Fig. 3). These stresses generate normal strains and shear
strains in the cells and trigger a number of different responses in the
endothelial cells in comparison to shear stress.87 Stretching of the
whole cell by 3% at 1Hz for >2.5min (up to 180min) leads to chro-
matin condensation via extracellular calcium signaling dependent
actomyosin contractility.44 In contrast, stretching the cell monolayer
by 5%–40% at 0.1Hz for 30min results in downregulation of
H3K9me3 levels and nuclear softening (measured by AFM indenta-
tion) via intracellular calcium signaling;46 reorientation of stress fibers
to the perpendicular direction from the stretching direction occurs at
360min by 40% strain only.46 It is not clear what accounts for the dif-
ference in the status of the chromatin structure in these two studies.
These findings suggest that tensile stresses impact the nucleus and the
chromatin differently from shear stresses.

3. Compressive stress

Numerous studies have shown that compressive stresses applied
to the whole cells induce changes in gene expression.88–91

Compressive stresses of 1–2 kPa on the whole cell deform the nuclear
envelope to activate ATR (Ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3 related) so
that it translocates to the nuclear envelope, which influences the
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temporal process of chromatin condensation, presumably protecting
the chromatin integrity.92 A later report demonstrates that a static
compressive stress of 1 kPa for 1 h on the whole cell disrupts apical
stress fibers and reduces cytoskeletal prestress to trigger translocation
of histone deacetylase 3 (HDAC3) into the nucleus, leading to the ele-
vation of H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 levels, condensation of chroma-
tins, and alteration of gene transcription.93 However, a static 40%
nuclear compression46 for 30min results in a decrease in H3K9me3
levels. The reason for this discrepancy in compression-induced
changes in H3K9me3 levels is not clear at this time; it is possible that
part of the reason is due to cell plating density: the cells are geometri-
cally constrained single cells in the HDAC3 translocation study and
the cells form a confluent monolayer in the latter case. A recent study
shows that a living cell responds to nuclear compression by elevating
actomyosin contractility such that that cell quickly migrates away
from the confinement site.47 Apico-basal cell compression of
Drosophila epithelial tissues or of mammalian epithelial cells regulates
the levels of Lamin A/C by modulating the phosphorylation of Lamin
A/C at Serine 22, a target for Lamin A/C degradation.94 Tumor cells
soften their nuclei to facilitate transendothelial extravasation,95 sugges-
ting large deformation of the nucleus and the chromatin. Together
these studies show that compressive stresses on the whole cell can
exert their effects on the nucleus and alter the structure of chromatins
via signaling cascades in the cytoplasm.

B. Magnitude and duration of whole cell loading

1. Small deformation vs large deformation

While the majority of physiologically relevant stresses causes
only relatively small deformation (<10%) on the whole cell, in some
cases, the deformation can be large (>20%). For example, when a
migrating cell move through dense extracellular matrices, the cell must
squeeze through narrow spaces during stem cell migration in embry-
onic development or cancer cell invasion. Under these physiological
conditions or pathological conditions, as the whole cell is deformed,
the nucleus and the chromatin are also deformed, resulting in nuclear
envelope rupture and DNA damage.96–101 The nuclear lamina protects
the cell from the nuclear envelope rupture and DNA damage,102 and
mutant lamins can cause nuclear damage and skeletal muscle cell
death.103 In some cases, transient (<0.2 s) but high (�5 kPa) tensile
stress on the nuclear envelope can cause nuclear membrane rupture.104

Recently, it is shown that a 40% uniaxial stretch of a monolayer of epi-
dermal progenitor cells for 0.5 h causes softening of the nucleus to pro-
tect against DNA damage.46 In addition these studies demonstrate
that under high stresses or large deformations that are applied exter-
nally or generated endogenously as the cells move through constricted
pores, the nuclear envelope rupture occurs, which results in DNA
damage.

2. Short load duration vs long load duration

In the living body under physiological conditions, the effect of
soluble molecules such as cytokines or growth factors is short-lived
because of the diffusion-based dilution of the released molecules. The
impact of the forces, however, can be long-lasting since all living cells
generate contractile forces all the time. To simulate this process,
researchers have applied mechanical stresses or deformation to living

cells or tissues from minutes to hours to days. The cells respond to the
duration of the applied stresses. For example, stretching the whole cell
monolayer for 30min at 40% stretch causes the deformation of the
nucleus and the chromatin and a decrease in H3K9me3 in the
nucleus.46 Extending the duration of stretching to 6 h leads to remod-
eling of the cytoskeleton such that stress fibers re-orient perpendicular
to the stretch direction.46 Blocking the calcium release from the endo-
plasmic reticulum inhibits the 30-min response but not the stress fiber
reorientation, suggesting that the short term (30min) response is con-
trolled by a different mechanism (i.e., intracellular calcium) from the
long term (6 h) response. It is reported that exposing human epider-
mal stem cells to biaxial cyclic strain of 10% at 0.1Hz for 3–12 h leads
to emerin-enrichment dependent actomyosin mediated switching
from H3K9me2/3 to H3K27me3 at constitutive heterochromatin,105

suggesting that applied strains alter H3K9me2/3 only after several
hours of application. These published reports highlight the importance
of stress duration for a given stress magnitude and rate in the structure
and function of the nucleus and the chromatin.

C. Stresses applied locally to the cell

Under physiological conditions, any living adherent cell experi-
ences a local stress via cell–matrix adhesion molecule integrins from
the extracellular matrix and/or via cell–cell adhesion molecules from
other cells; in contrast, cells in suspension (e.g., blood cells) experience
fluid shear stress and other forms of stresses via cell–cell contacts (e.g.,
between immune cells, platelets, and circulating tumor cells). As dis-
cussed earlier, a local stress via integrins could be transmitted via the
cytoskeleton into the nucleus via the LINC complex to exert ultra-
rapid deformation on the nuclear lamins and the chromatin (Fig. 2).
As expected, defects or mutations in any of the proteins along this
mechanical stress transmission pathway should potentially alter the
structure and the mechanics of the nucleus and the chromatin. For
example, deficiency in nuclear lamin A/C results in defects in nuclear
mechanics,106 nuclear envelope rupture, and DNA damage in skeletal
muscle cells.103 Depletion of nesprins in mammary epithelial cells
leads to destabilization of the acinus.107 Depletion of nesprin-1 also
abolishes reorientation of endothelial cells in response to cyclic
strain.108 Disruption of the LINC complex (via depletion of nesprins
or SUN proteins) impairs microneedle-caused stress transmission
between the cytoskeleton (perinuclear actin and intermediate fila-
ments) and the nuclear envelope, reduces nuclear deformation, and
impairs nuclear positioning and cell polarization in migrating cells
and in cells plated on micropatterned substrates.109 However, no
inhibitory effects were observed in cyclic-strain-induced Egr-1 and
Iex-1 gene expression after disruption of the LINC complex,109 possi-
bly because the duration of stretching is long (30min) such that indi-
rect mechanotransduction (i.e., LINC complex-independent)
pathways are activated to increase Egr-1 and Iex-1 gene expression and
because the biaxial cyclic strain (5% at 1Hz)109 is not large enough to
reach the chromatin strain threshold to directly activate these two
genes.

In order to examine if the exogenous stress has a direct effect on
the chromatin, one needs to quantify the extent of chromatin defor-
mation. However, for years, it has been difficult to quantify deforma-
tion of the chromatin domain in a single chromatin because of the
lack of probes and tools. Using a GFP labeled chromatin domain of
transgene DHFR (dihydrofolate reductase, an essential molecule for
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the synthesis of thymine),110 it is demonstrated that the chromatin can
be directly stretched by a local stress (6–15Pa at 0.3–1.0Hz, physiolog-
ically relevant magnitudes and frequencies) applied via a RGD-coated
magnetic bead to the integrins and the extent of gene upregulation is
tightly associated with the extent of chromatin stretching111 (Fig. 4).
Remarkably, DHFR upregulation is dependent on the magnetic bead
rolling angle relative to the cell long axis and the initiation of

chromatin deformation and of the ensuing gene upregulation is within
tens of milliseconds of stress application, suggesting that the gene is
activated directly by chromatin stretching without relaying molecules
as a result of cytoplasmic biochemical signaling cascades.111 BAF (bar-
rier-to-autointegration factor) is an important structural protein112

that helps in transmitting the stress from the nuclear lamina to the
chromatin since knocking down BAF inhibits external stress-induced

FIG. 4. Stretching chromatin rapidly activates transcription at euchromatin domains. Externally applied stress (local or global on the cell surface) can directly stretch the chro-
matin domains via F-actin-myosin II, LINC, the nuclear lamina, and BAF (barrier-to-autointegration factor), possibly via LAP2b (lamina-associated polypeptide 2 beta), a puta-
tive force-transmitting molecule, and rapidly activate or upregulate transcription at the euchromatin sites away from the nuclear periphery that are demethylated at H3K9.
Genes located at heterochromatin domains near the nuclear periphery, which are methylated at H3K9me3, cannot be rapidly activated by the applied stress. For visual clarity
and simplicity, folded chromatin fibers are drawn to illustrate the chromatin architecture, including fibers, loops, and domains. ONM, outer nuclear membrane; INM, inner
nuclear membrane; HP1, heterochromatin protein 1; LAD, lamina-associated domain; r, stretching (tensile) stress.
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gene upregulation111 (Fig. 4). Because of its structural associations
with the nuclear lamina113 and with BAF,114 nuclear protein LAP2b is
a putative molecule to mediate force transmission from the nuclear
lamina to the chromatin, but the experimental evidence is still lacking
(Fig. 4). A follow-up study reveals that endogenous genes egr-1 (early
growth response-1) and Cav1 (calveolin-1) are also rapidly activated
by a local stress via integrins after RNA polymerase II recruitment to
their promoter sites;115 since upregulation of these two endogenous
genes also depends on the magnetic bead stress angle relative to the
cell long axis for the same magnitude of stress,115 these results likely
rule out the contribution from the biochemical signaling cascades of
the slow diffusive or translocation molecules. Importantly, the stress-
induced gene activation depends on the chromatin domain demethyl-
ation at H3K9me3; H3K9me3 is high near the nuclear periphery at
heterochromatin domains and H3K9me3 is low at euchromatin
domain sites away from the nuclear periphery (Fig. 4). For a typical
mechano-non-responsive gene FKBP5 near the nuclear envelope in
the heterochromatin region, when H3K9me3 is pharmacologically
demethylated, this gene becomes activated by the exogenous stress as
RNA polymerase II is recruited to its promoter site.115 These findings
suggest that for the similar extent of stretching of the chromatin, the
demethylation levels of H3K9me3 control which genes are activated, as
the same stretching (tensile strain) on the chromatin is not able to acti-
vate genes as long as the chromatin domains are highly methylated at
H3K9me3. The permissive effect of H3K9me3 demethylation also
applies to gene expression in response to non-mechanical stimuli.116 It
is possible that when the applied stress or strain is large and the stress
duration is long (say, >tens of minutes), the levels of H3K9me3 can be
modulated by external stress.31 Because the locally applied stress is able
to rapidly upregulate or activate several genes simultaneously via
deforming the chromatin, the finding suggests that the physiologically
relevant stress acts like a supertranscriptional factor. The notion of the
“supermechano-transcriptional factor” is supported by the observation
that when human tumor cells are switched from 2D rigid substrate
(modulus of �1GPa, i.e., 1 � 109 Pa) to 3D soft substrate (modulus of
�100Pa), many genes and molecules, including ATF4, SLC3A2, CCT3,
and hsa-miR-199a-5p, are activated or upregulated to promote stemness
and proliferation of tumor-repopulating cells.117 These malignant
tumor-repopulating cells are a small subpopulation of cancer cells and
are soft and metastatic.118 These cells express high levels of self-
renewing gene Sox2 that is regulated by H3K9 methylation in the chro-
matin and are undifferentiated118 and resist conventional anti-cancer
drug treatment.118,119 Under hypoxic conditions, reactive oxygen species
are activated, leading to breast tumor-repopulating cell proliferation
through metabolic reprogramming, which is absent in differentiated
breast tumor cells.120 Recently, it is reported that cycling cancer persister
cells that resist drug treatment are a small subpopulation of cancer cells
and are dependent on oxidative stress or metabolic reprogramming for
proliferation.121 It will be interesting to determine if the tumor-
repopulating cells and the cycling cancer persister cells are a similar type
of tumor cells arisen from a common precursor lineage or different
lineages.

1. Effects of force frequency on the chromatin

Cellular moduli are known to scale with the loading frequency in
a weak-power law manner.122 However, it has been unclear how

chromatin deformation is associated with the frequency of applied
stresses. Using a RGD-coated magnetic bead to apply stresses of sinu-
soidal waveforms locally to integrins of cells, it is revealed that chro-
matin strains of DHFR-containing domains vary little between 0.3 and
6.0Hz of loading but decrease dramatically at 20Hz (Ref. 115) and,
hence, not inversely proportional to the loading frequency on a
log –log scale; in other words, the chromatin strains do not follow the
weak-power law. This is likely due to the fact that the applied stresses
concentrate along the actin bundles to propagate to long distances82

such that the stress in the chromatin decays slowly as the loading fre-
quency increases. Importantly, transcription of transgene DHFR or
endogenous genes egr-1 and Cav1 is rapidly upregulated in response
to the cyclic stresses at low frequencies (0.3–20Hz) but not at
100Hz.115 These findings show that gene upregulation does not follow
the weak-power law either. The lack of gene upregulation at 100Hz
does not appear to be due to the diminishing chromatin strains since
elevating the applied stress magnitudes such that chromatin strains at
100Hz exceed those at 20Hz is still unable to upregulate the gene
transcription.115 At 100Hz, no RNA polymerase II is recruited to the
promoter sites of the gene,115 suggesting that the likely underlying
mechanism is the rapid unfolding and folding of chromatin domains
(<5ms at 100Hz) that is too fast for RNA polymerase II to bind to
the promoter sites of the gene.

2. Direct vs indirect force impacts on the chromatin

It is possible that force sensitive elements at the cell surface of the
cytoskeleton respond to mechanical forces in a direction-, amplitude-,
frequency-, and duration-dependent manner by releasing/modifying
signaling molecules, e.g., phosphorylating some transcription factors
that then translocate to the nucleus since the cytoskeleton is aniso-
tropic and responds to force directions. The finding that nuclear pro-
tein BAF depletion alone can completely abolish the effects of force
directions on chromatin deformation and the ensuing gene upregula-
tion111 suggests that this intranuclear molecule is a force-transmitting
molecule, independent of the force-sensitive elements at the cell sur-
face of the cytoskeleton. However, it is not clear, at this time, whether
BAF depletion desensitizes the force-sensitive elements at the cell sur-
face of the cytoskeleton, leading to blocking signaling molecules-
mediated chromatin deformation. Therefore, this piece of evidence
alone does not rule out the indirect mechanism. Another key piece of
evidence supporting the mechanism from a direct force-dependent
response of the nucleus comes from the very short time it takes to
deform the chromatin when a force (should be stress to be precise) is
applied at the cell surface via integrins. It takes only tens of millisec-
onds of time from the application of the stress on the cell surface to
the deformation of the chromatin, suggesting the force is rapidly trans-
mitted to the chromatin. More importantly, when the loading fre-
quency is varied from 0.3 to 100Hz, at 20Hz of loading, there is
substantial chromatin deformation and the ensuing gene upregula-
tion.115 This result shows that the chromatin is deformed within 12.5
ms (one quarter of a sinusoidal stress cycle) of loading and this defor-
mation is sufficient to activate gene transcription. Even at 100Hz,
stress-induced chromatin deformation is observed within 1–2ms.115 It
would be extremely difficult to interpret these results by the biochemi-
cal cascades and the signaling molecules in the cytoplasm initiated by
the force sensitive elements at the cell surface of the cytoskeleton, even
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when one takes into account of the rapid diffusion or translocation
rate of molecules. However, it is still possible that some force-sensitive
elements in the cytoplasm that might be close enough to the nuclear
membrane to mediate ultra-fast diffusion- or translocation-dependent
mechanism might trigger the indirect mechanism of chromatin defor-
mation. At this time, the indirect mechanism cannot be ruled out
completely. Future work is needed to differentiate the direct from the
indirect force-sensing mechanisms at the chromatin.

3. Effects of force directions on the chromatin

It is well known that shear stresses at the endothelial cell apical
surface produce different signaling and cellular responses than do
stretching stresses at the base or sides of the cells.123 However, the
mechanisms of how chromatin deformation and gene expression are
altered by force directions have been elusive. It is reported in hamster
ovary cells that local shear stresses (i.e., in-plane stresses that are in the
plane of the cell apical surface) result in lower cell stiffness than nor-
mal stresses (i.e., out-of-plane stresses that are dominated by normal
stresses) that lead to bead rolling along the cell long axis (0� angle, i.e.,
along the alignment of most actin stress fibers) or at different angles
(90� or 45�) to the cell long axis.82 Chromatin stretching and ensuing
DHFR gene upregulation by the shear stress mode are distinct from
those induced by the 90�- or 0�-normal stress mode but similar to
those by the 45�-normal stress mode.82 Theoretical finite element
analysis modeling using discrete anisotropic stress fibers recapitulates
the single cells experimental results and reveals that the underlying
mechanism of force-direction dependence is due to the complex stress
distribution in the stress fibers such that the shear stress and the
45�-normal stress elicit the same stress fiber strain patterns at the nuclear
edge and, thus, the same chromatin deformation and the same ensuing
gene transcription.82 These findings suggest that shear stress and normal
stress at the cell surface elicit distinct chromatin organization changes and
gene expression. It is important to point out that no matter what stress
mode (normal stress or shear stress) itmight be at the cell surface, the sur-
face stress will generate both normal strains and shear strains on the chro-
matin because of the complex cytoskeletal organization and orientation.
At the site of the chromatin domain that contains the gene of interest, it is
the local tensile strain but not the shear strain that is the most critical to
open up enough space to unfold the chromatin domain for RNA poly-
merase II to bind to upregulate gene transcription82,111 (Fig. 4).

Additionally, cytoskeletal prestress regulates the gene activation
and upregulation as inhibition of myosin-II dependent prestress with
myosin light chain kinase inhibitor ML-7 decreases stress-induced
gene upregulation.111 Furthermore, pretreatment with myosin II
ATPase inhibitor blebbstatin abrogates the difference in anisotropic
gene upregulation by an out-of-plane stress (mostly normal stress)
and by an in-plane stress (mostly shear stress) applied via integrins,82

indicating control of stress-induced anisotropic gene transcription by
the cytoskeletal prestress. All these findings suggest that cytoskeletal
prestress, a cellular hallmark in mechanobiology,124 plays a critical role
in regulating chromatin stretching and rapid nuclear mechanotrans-
duction and gene transcription.

VII. STRESSES ON OTHER NUCLEAR STRUCTURES

It is well known that there are numerous membraneless sub-
organelles inside the nucleus, such as the nucleolus,125 the site of ribo-
some synthesis, and the Cajal body,126 the site of spliceosome

synthesis. Similar to the formation of self-organizing chromatin archi-
tecture1 that is driven by polymer–polymer interactions and liquid–li-
quid phase separation (LLPS), the formation of these membraneless
nuclear structures is also suggested to originate from LLPS.127 The bio-
molecular condensates of LLPS can further transition to liquids, gels,
or solids, depending on local conditions and properties of the conden-
sates.128 There is evidence that the nucleolus is a multiphase liquid
condensate.129 Phosphorylation of the RNA polymerase II C-terminal
domain can drive a switch from transcription initiation condensates to
RNA processing condensates.130 The initial condensation of the het-
erochromatin appears to depend on HP1 (heterochromatin protein 1)
mediated liquid droplet formation of the heterochromatin
domain.131,132 However, depletion of HP1 leads to elevated chromatin
spontaneous movements and inhibition of cell surface stress-induced
chromatin stretching and ensuing gene upregulation,111 suggesting
that the HP1-dependent heterochromatin domain at the nuclear lam-
ina behaves as a solid to transmit force (Fig. 4), which is consistent
with a recent finding that both heterochromatin and euchromatin in
living cells behave as solid-like scaffolds.133 Another example is that
Fus protein fibrils form a hydrogel that, in turn, can be dissolved back
into a liquid by DNA-dependent protein kinase.134 Molecular dynam-
ics simulations show that nucleosome plasticity is critical in regulating
chromatin LLPS.135 However, a review on the issue of LLPS concludes
that the evidence for LLPS in live cells is phenomenological, and the
causal relationship and functional consequences of LLPS in cells are
still elusive.136 Those researchers suggest to use the term “hub” instead
of LLPS to describe the formation of transient high concentration of
molecules.136 An early work using a magnetic bead bound to integrins
shows that the membraneless nucleolus in living cells can be directly
deformed by a local stress with a physiological magnitude of 10–20Pa
and both 2D bulk strains (dilatational and compressive strains) and
shear strains are induced by the stress, although the bulk strains
dominate.7 These findings suggest that the membraneless nucleolus,
whether or not it is formed via LLPS or via other mechanisms, behaves
as a hydrogel under physiological conditions. A later work on another
intranuclear membraneless structure Cajal body demonstrates direct
dissociation of coilin-SMN (survival motor neuron) protein complexes
within the Cajal body by a local stress applied via integrins.137

Dissociation of coilin-SMN is quantified with the fluorescence reso-
nance energy transfer (FRET) probe and depends on force magnitude,
an intact F-actin, Lamin A/C, substrate rigidity, and importantly by
cytoskeletal prestress.137 Other protein pairs in the Cajal body exhibit
different magnitudes of dissociation from the coilin-SMN complex for
the same local cell surface stress. A step-function stress induces an
almost step deformation response in the FRET signal between SMN
and coilin and between other protein–protein pairs in the Cajal
body,137 suggesting that these protein complexes behave like an elastic
material or a viscoelastic hydrogel. The membraneless nuclear speckle
is shown to amplify gene expression by the mechanism of gene-
speckle association leading to decreased nascent transcript degradation
by exosomes.138 The movements of genes within the chromatin
domain toward the nuclear speckles are long-range (>0.5lm) and
directional,138 suggesting again that the chromatin is solid-like hydro-
gels. Although whether the nuclear speckle behaves as a gel or a liquid
remains to be determined, the nuclear speckle elongates in the direc-
tion of its movement,138 suggesting that it may behave as a gel-like
structure. Together these findings suggest that while phase separation
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or other mechanisms may trigger the formation of biomolecular con-
densates, intrinsically disordered regions, or hubs of membraneless
structures, the chromatins and other sub-organelles in the nucleus
behave as hydrogel-like or sold-like scaffolds to bear and to transmit
stresses while soluble molecules move into and out of these scaffolds.

A model of structural proteins (e.g., lamin A, myosin II, collagen,
etc.) in the physical pathway of tension shows that stresses inhibit deg-
radation of the structural proteins to achieve stable “mechanosensitive”
gene expression if a given structural protein positively regulates its
own gene expression.139 This “use-it-or-lose-it” model illustrates the
importance of stresses in suppressing enzyme-mediated/initiated
structural protein degradation. Currently, it is not clear if the endoge-
nous stress and/or the applied stress will facilitate or inhibit the disas-
sembly of the protein condensates or the protein hubs, but it is likely
that the magnitude, duration, mode (tensile, shear, or compressive or
rotational), and frequency of the stress all play important roles in regu-
lating protein aggregation or degradation.

A. Challenges and outlooks

Increasing evidence shows that exogenous forces or endogenous
forces of the cell play a critical role in regulating the structure and
function of the chromatin. Because the stresses are vectors and can be
long-lasting, the impact of stresses on the nucleus and the chromatin
is substantially distinct from that of soluble factors. The direct and
rapid force transmission pathway can activate multiple genes simulta-
neously and may act like a supertranscription factor, and together with
the indirect mechanotransduction pathway exerts sustained impacts
on cell functions. The changes in the nucleus and chromatin structure
by mechanics and by stresses have profound implications in human
diseases and pathology (see other reviews in this special issue). For
example, it was recently reported that substrate-rigidity triggered
nuclear mechanosensing drives remodeling of chromatins such that
the chromatin of myofibroblasts from patients with aortic valve steno-
sis exhibits a more condensed structure than that of myofibroblasts
from healthy donors.26 While the outlook for mechanoregulation of
chromatins looks exciting and vibrant, many challenges are faced in
the field of mechanobiology. A major challenge is the inaccessibility of
the chromatin in a living cell for direct intervention and manipulation.
Another challenge is the complexity of the chromatin architecture
such that the real-time readout of biochemical and biological activities
and functions of the chromatin in a single cell is difficult. To study
mechanoresponsitivity of the chromatin structure and function of a
single cell in a living tissue or organism represents additional chal-
lenges for researchers in mechanobiology and mechanomedicine.
For example, it is not known at present how forces applied to the
membraneless structures in the nucleus might alter their activities
to impact chromatin organization and gene transcription. It is also
not clear how the interplay between genetic alterations and specific
epigenetic modifications might regulate nuclear activities and
functions. In the future, the potential roles of various intranuclear
proteins or molecules in scaffolding, signaling, chromatin tether-
ing, or force transmission need to be elucidated too. Novel force-
based approaches and technologies140 that are combined with
genetic manipulations, together with soluble-factor based manipu-
lations and super-resolution imaging techniques, await researchers
to develop and to utilize to understand the intricacies of the chro-
matin, the hub of transcription and DNA replication.
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